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To create this article, volunteer authors worked to edit and improve it over time. The wikiHow
Tech Team also followed the article's instructions and verified that they work. This article has
been viewed 66, times. Learn more It is also a vital part of the Networking Academy learning
experience. The Packet Tracer provides simulation, visualization, authoring, assessment, and
enhances the teaching and learning of complex technology concepts. Every day at wikiHow, we
work hard to give you access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life,
whether it's keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being. Amid the current public
health and economic crises, when the world is shifting dramatically and we are all learning and
adapting to changes in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps
wikiHow to create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share our trusted brand of
instructional content with millions of people all over the world. Please consider making a
contribution to wikiHow today. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue
to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit
this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
Steps. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Open your Network Topology. Once you've opened
your Network Topology on Cisco Packet Tracer, access your network and identify the
components of your network, for example; Servers, Routers, End Devices, etc. Complete the
cabling. Access the cables section and connect completely and correctly the cables between
the network in order to ensure connectivity between the devices in the network using the
connections table given. Configure the IP addresses on the end devices. Using the address
table still, correctly and completely configure the IP addresses on all end devices. This can be
done by accessing the desktop platform on each device and locating the IP configuration
section. The reason for doing this is to enable the devices be on the right network. Configure
the IP addresses on your routers and switches. After configuring the right IP addresses on the
end devices, you will have to do the same on the routers and switches also, using the address
table. But this time in a different way because there's no desktop platform on the routers and
switches. You will have to access the configuration panel on both devices and this can be done
in two ways: Click on the device and open the Command Line Interface CLI and then type in the
right commands to configure the right addresses for the router using the addressing table. Use
a console cable from an end device and connect it to the device you wish to configure and
access the terminal platform on the end device and it will take you to the device's Command
Line Interface and then you type in the commands in other to configure the right addresses.
Configure your default gateway. After configuring the IP addresses, you will need to configure
the default gateway also. The reason for this is so the end devices would know what network
they are operating on. You can find the default gateway either in the addressing table if given or
in the network topology. Test connectivity. After configuring the addresses, you will have to test
connectivity by opening a command prompt window on the end devices and try pinging the
address which the network operates on. If it gives you a reply, it means your network was
configured correctly. Finding Your IP address is pretty simple. Yes No. Not Helpful 26 Helpful 1.
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By using this
service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Testing the connectivity might be
tricky sometimes, it is best you exercise a little bit of patience. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 1. Submit a
Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. You will have to
configure the default gateway correctly or else the connection would not work. Helpful 1 Not
Helpful 0. Related wikiHows How to. How to. About This Article. Tested by:. Co-authors: 4.
Updated: March 7, Categories: Programming. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has
been read 66, times. Is this article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to
use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. Categories Computers and
Electronics Software Programming. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according
to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Join Now. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do
this! Their job is to reach people who test positive, make sure they isolate, find out other
secondary contacts they might have infected, and get those people to quarantine. In November,
we asked one contact tracer to record an audio diary of a day on the job. She discussed her
work anonymously, because speaking to the media could jeopardize her employment. Below is
an edited transcript of her remarks. I got hired in June and did a lot of online training and then
went out into the field, one time in July, and then more in August, and a lot in September, and
now I have a lot of cases. I visit people at their home after they have either tested positive for

COVID or had contact with someone who tested positive. Before I go in, I have to prepare all the
things to bring. I use hand sanitizer, I put on gloves, I put on a face mask, and then I have to
bring a letter that is addressed to the person and it asks them to give us a call, but I only leave
the letter if I can confirm this is their address. I have a whole extra bag of masks which I give to
people. No one answers the door wearing a mask. Usually I give them a mask. I wanted to do
this kind of community engagement, in-person interaction, when I applied for the job. I wanted
to do this work because I'm interested in pursuing a career in public health. I was continually
surprised and frustrated over and over again for the entire summer into September [as the
program was getting off the ground]. Doing an intake or a monitoring call through Salesforce
doesn't match up with the reality of doing the work on the ground, and it takes a long time to get
changes implemented. For instance, only in the past week or so have we been able to give
people the option to not be contacted seven days a week. What would happen is that if they
miss a contact from a tracer over the phone, then someone would go in person to visit them.
Especially with the Orthodox Jewish community, we saw that really backfiring. It didn't really
make sense, because they're still there. They're just missing a day for religious observance.
Almost no one knows where they've gotten it and whether they might have transmitted it, and I
almost never have people give contacts to me -- but maybe they give them more to other
people. My experience doesn't match the percentage that Health and Hospitals puts out. It's
hard to say, because I have such a small sample size, but today I had five cases, and maybe I
completed intake with two of them. It honestly blurs together so much. I feel almost like
Groundhog Day. I just got off the phone with one case. He's supposed to be quarantining. And
he was very upset when I told him that, even though he also said he spoke to us yesterday. And
I told him he was only exposed, and then he really wanted to know who exposed him, and he
was frustrated that I couldn't tell him, so I explained a little bit about patient confidentiality. And
then he said he goes to work at certain hours, so can we call him at other hours? Another
person I talked to yesterday runs a small business from her house -- personal care, beauty stuff,
nails and hair, things like that. Otherwise no one's coming by. It's hard to tell who's going to
listen. You really can't make any kind of estimation about that just based on the one interaction
with them. It can be hard to tell how effective this system is. Many people, if I actually get
through the script with them, they sometimes act really chill, when it comes to the part about
quarantining for ten days or however long. Or are you just saying that, because you want to get
off the phone with me? It's very hard when you go around and people aren't wearing masks.
Like right now, I'm sitting in my car, working, and there are two guys hanging out on the street.
Long also has an explanation for why Tracey receives few contact names from people who test
positive: He said that when surveyed, they report having had no interactions in the previous two
weeks and are not withholding information from tracers. By submitting your information, you're
agreeing to receive communications from New York Public Radio in accordance with our Terms.
Do you know the scoop? Comment below or Send us a Tip. NYC news never sleeps. Get the
Gothamist Daily newsletter and don't miss a moment. Featured in News. They get notified of any
new positive COVID cases every day via the state and local health departments. That sort of
thing. Fairbanks School of Public Health, explained. They have a real concern and need in this
age group that I have seen, to help their community. They are a lot more social-driven. Menze is
actually doing double duty, splitting his time between studies at IUPUI and his contact tracing
work. He averages about six calls a day, and sometimes home visits. Dearth added that she
encourages people to check in on friends, family and neighbors who have been diagnosed with
COVID, especially if they live alone. Indiana winter months can be very lonely for people even in
non-COVID times, and we encourage people to reach out to each other with a phone call, text,
email to check in on each other. A spokesperson for the Richard M. Fairbanks School of Public
Health told News 8 they are hiring more contact tracers right now. More information about
contact tracers from the state of Indiana. With information from the Indiana Department of
Health through Jan. Elliot Menze is a contact tracer who is trying to make a difference. He once
had to call for someone while on a tracing call. Officials say the Marion County resident had
recently traveled to Boston to attend a BioGen conference as a contractor. An adult in
Hendricks County who had also traveled to the BioGen conference was placed in isolation. Ball
State University basketball fans learn the Mid-American Conference tourney will have no fans in
the stands. Three businesses operating nursing homes in Indiana announce they will no longer
allow visitors. March 11 : The Indianapolis-based NCAA announces the Final Four basketball
tournaments will be conducted with essential staff and limited family attendance. Ball State
University suspends in-person classes the rest of the spring semester. NBA suspends all
games, including the Indiana Pacers, until further notice. Butler University and the University of
Indianapolis extend spring break, after which they will have virtual classes. March 12 : Gov. Eric
Holcomb announces new protections that led to extended public school closings and the

cancellation of large events across the state. The NCAA cancels its basketball tournaments. The
Big Ten suspends all sporting events through the winter and spring seasons. The league
including the Indy Fuel hockey team suspends its season. Indy Eleven says it will reschedule
four matches. Wayzata Home Products, a Connersville cabinet maker, shuts down and lays off
its entire workforce due to market uncertainty. Holcomb announces actions including the
elimination of Medicaid co-pays for COVID testing and the lifting of limits on the number of work
hours per day for drivers of commercial vehicles. Franklin College says it will begin online
classes March 18 and empty residence halls of students in two days. The Indianapolis Public
Library joins other libraries across Indiana and closes all facilities indefinitely. Vincent Hospital
in Indianapolis announces it will suspend all elective, non-urgent surgeries. March 16 : Indiana
had its second death. Holcomb announced the first Hoosier death. He closes bars, restaurants
and nightclubs to in-person patrons, but maintains carryout and delivery services. Holcomb
activates the National Guard. Purdue, Butler and Indiana State universities cancel May
commencement ceremonies. Eli Lilly and Co. The Festival suspends all events. Simon Property
Group closes all malls and retail properties. Standardized testing was canceled. Holcomb says
the state will waive job search requirements for people applying for Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families. Indiana National Guard says it and the Department of Transportation are
distributing medical supplies to hospitals. ISDH announces seven deaths. Fred Payne of Indiana
Workforce Development says any Hoosiers out of work, including temporary layoffs, are eligible
to apply for unemployment benefits. Indiana health commissioner Dr. The state receives a
federal Major Disaster Declaration for all 92 counties. The Indiana National Guard says it, the
Army Corps of Engineers and state health officials will begin to assess sites for alternate health
care facilities. He also limits additional businesses to carry-out only. Indiana health
commissioner Box says four long-term care facilities have 22 deaths that appear to be related to
COVID The governor says he expects Indiana to experience a reopening in early May. The
governor also says, if the medical supply chain is in good shape, other elective medical
procedures can resume April Fishers City Council creates a city health department with a plan
to test every resident. He also extends the stay-at-home order to May 4. May 6: The state begins
testing for all Hoosiers at 20 sites, with plans to expand the number of sites to 50 in a week. Ivy
Tech Community College says it will continue virtual classes when summer courses begin in
June. Purdue University OKs plans to reopen for the fall semester with social distancing and
other safety measures. The Farbest Foods turkey-processing plant in Huntingburg is closed for
three days; 91 people had tested positive there. Indianapolis closes portions of five streets to
allow restaurants to reopen with outdoor dining only. Ball State University says the fall
semester will be 13 straight weeks of in-person classes with no day off on Labor Day and no fall
break. Marion County salons, tattoo parlors reopen by appointment only. However, a Marion
County curfew that began the night of May 31 and continued into the morning of June 3 after
rioting impacted the reopening of some businesses. Indiana announces it will create a rental
assistance program July Marion County mandates mask-wearing. Marion County begins its own
rental assistance program. The WNBA season begins. City officials also return to other previous
restrictions. Purdue University suspends 36 students after a party at a co-op. Holcomb extends
the mask mandate through Sept. Eric Holcomb extends the mask mandate through Oct. Marion,
Monroe and Tippecanoe counties decided to have more restrictive limits, however. Holcomb
issues executive order to extend mask mandate and Stage 5 reopening plan. Holcomb extends
the public health emergency through Dec. The Mid-American Conference football teams begins
its six-game regular season. Kentucky, since the start of the pandemic. Holcomb says virus
restrictions will now by county based on ratings that show the local virus spread. The Carmel
Walmart in Westfield closes for nearly two days to sanitize the store. Indiana Pacers to host first
home game against New York Knicks with no fans present. Perry Township Schools is the only
district to reopen to in-person learning. Indiana Pacers host up to 1, fans at a game at Bankers
Life Fieldhouse for first time since pandemic began. Indiana records more than , positive
coronavirus tests. All Rights Reserved. The bikes are totally revised compared to the previous
models and feature a new engine, frame, swingarm, R1-derived six-axis IMU, and all-new styling
and design. The increase in cc has been attained by creating a new long-stroke version of the
CP3, stretching the stroke by 3mm and gifting the unit an extra 43cc. The chassis of the new
bike is an area that been massively updated for this year and is claimed to be lighter and more
compact than before. The engine is also mounted in the frame at an increased angle, something
that Yamaha is claiming will improve the new machines handling dynamics. Complimenting the
new frame is a redesigned swingarm that features new swingarm mounting pivots. Another
feature of the machine to undergo a very thorough overhaul is the electronics of the model. It
governs the ABS and traction control and allows the rider to manage a host of new and updated
assistance systems including traction control, slide control, wheelie control, and brake control

â€” cornering ABS. The bike features four riding modes to suit most applications from wet
weather to sports riding. The system can only be engaged at 40mph and in gears four and
above. Once engaged, the speed of the bike can be adjusted in 2kph increments. Yamaha has
confirmed the rims are the lightest ever on one of its production bikes, with some areas of the
rim being just 2mm thick. The most noticeable change for the bike is the completely redesigned
styling. Pretty much every panel has been redesigned, with the new sleek fairing being the main
element of change. One very interesting element of the bike is the design of the TFT dash. The
left screen shows the rider key information about the bike, speed, gear, riding modes, and so
on. The righthand screen is divided into four sections and can show the rider a range of
information selected by them. It features all the updates as the stock bike, with a host of touring
specific additions to make long-distance riding substantially more comfortable. Hard cases
come as standard on the model, each able to take a full-face helmet and have a free-floating
design to aid aerodynamics. The top-spec model also gains KYB semi-active electronic
suspension that is controlled by the already updated IMU system. An up and down quickshifter
is also included on the GT variant, along with LED cornering lights, heated grips, and dedicated
paint schemes. Pricing as yet is TBC. Skip to main content. Bikes for Sale Get Insurance.
Search form Search. Tracer 9 GT. Join the conversation! Let us know what you think, just sign
up for a free account, leave a comment and get involved! Latest Reviews. Yamaha MT First road
test, review and specs. BMW R 18 first impressions after 50 miles. Triumph Trident Review A
quick and classy A2 middle-weight. Latest Videos. Indian FTR first impressions review.
Kawasaki Z real-world review Part one. Related Articles. Related Videos. Akrapovic release
spine-tingling tribute to superbikes. Yamaha MT launch video. Ben Spies and Colin Edwards go
on a road trip. Valentino Rossi stars in Yamaha Indonesia advert. Valentino Rossi reveals
Yamaha prize winners. This website is owned and published by Crash Media Group Limited. The
total or partial reproduction of text, photographs or illustrations is not permitted in any form.
The Tracer Ultra-Lite offers spacious layouts, plush residential furniture, and other high end
features not typically seen in an ultra-lite trailer that is often thousands of pounds lighter than
traditional travel trailers! The Tracer has raised the bar for comfort and luxury in an ultra-lite
brand. Select filters below and then click the Filter Results button to remove non-matching
Floorplans and their Specifications. It includes all weights, inclusive of all fluids, cargo, optional
equipment and accessories. GAWR Gross Axle Weight Rating â€” is the maximum permissible
weight, including cargo, fluids, optional equipment and accessories that can be safely
supported by a combination of all axles. The UVW does not include cargo, fresh potable water,
additional optional equipment or dealer installed accessories. Available CCC should
accommodate fresh potable water 8. Before filling the fresh water tank, empty the black and
gray tanks to provide for more cargo capacity. A label identifying the unloaded vehicle weight of
the actual unit and the cargo carryi
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ng capacity is applied to every Prime Time Manufacturing RV prior to leaving our facilities. The
load capacity of your unit is designated by weight, not by volume, so you cannot necessarily
use all available space when loading your unit. May Show Optional Features. Light weight. Easy
to tow. Loaded with features. No sacrifices! Slide Outs? Bunk Beds? Outside Kitchen? Weight
No Min lb. Floorplans Print. Specifications Print. Specifications Definitions. Tracer LE
Advantage Package. Videos Some videos may show features or options not available on all
products. Contact our service representatives or your local dealer if you have questions about
how your specific RV operates. Dexter Axle. Dexter E-Z Lube System. Dexter Genuine Brakes.
Dexter Leaf Spring Axles. Leak Guard Part 3 - Seal Tech. Leak Guard Part 4 - Rain Bay.
Literature Mail Me A Brochure. Please enter a valid Email. Phone Number:. Submit Submit.
Tracer LE Travel Trailers. Tracer Travel Trailers. Dealer Stock Only. No Preference.

